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9. In the Front viewport, create two additional linear dimensions on the top and right sides of the part.
Note: Use object snaps to locate the extension line origins. To move extension line or text locations for
dimensions, turn on control points for the dimension and move the control points.

Leaders
Leaders include an arrowhead and text.
Draw an arrow leader and text
1. On the Dimensionmenu, click Leader.
2. In the Front viewport, click the top of the part.

This will be where the arrow will be created
3. Turn Grid Snap on and click a point to the right and at an angle from the first point.

Or use the Shift to temporarily enable the ortho during the pick.
4. Click to the right of the second point, and press Enter.

5. In the Leader Text dialog box, type Smooth Finish, and click OK.

6. To edit the text, double-click and make changes in text box.
7. Click in graphics area when editing is complete.
8. For long notes try the word-wrap feature on the leader object.

Use the PointsOn command to turn on the control on the Leader text.
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9. Select the Control point on the right.

10. Using the gumball, drag the point to the left, and re-size the width and, wrapping the text.

11. Esc to turn off the control points on the leader text.

Radial and Diameter Dimensions
Radial and diameter dimensions note arcs and circles.
Make a radius or diameter dimension
1. On the Dimensionmenu, click Radial Dimension.
2. In the Top viewport, select the lower right quadrant of the arc .
3. Click to place the dimension text.

4. On the Dimensionmenu, click Diameter Dimension.

5. In the Top viewport, select the upper right quadrant of the hole.
6. Click to place the dimension text.

Continuous Linear Dimensions
The Dim command has a Continue option, that when activated adds chained dimensions along the same dimension
line. This option needs to be activated for each Dim command that you begin.
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